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Abstract 

The unsteady panel code, RAMSYS (Rotorcraft 
Aerodynamic Modelling SYStem), has been devel
oped for the analysis of multi-body configurations in 
arbitrary flight. 

Free-wake modelling is combined with an interactional 
met.hodology for the study of the interactional aerody
namics about complex configurations. A variable time 
step strategy has been adopted to allow large time 
steps during the convergence process and small time 
st.eps in regions of the rotor disk that are particularly 
interactional. In order to correct the classical steady 
Kut.ta condition an iterative procedure is implemented 
in llAMSYS that imposes a continuous pressure across 
t.he trailing edge. 

The validation of the code is done on test data for 
two model rotors tested in the DNW in the frame
work of the European cooperative research projects 
IIELINOISE and HELISHAPE. Particular attention 
is payed to hover and low-speed forward flight concli
tions where there are significant interactions between 
the blades and the wake. Good agreement with the 
test data is obtained for a hovering rotor. The BYI 
phenomenology arising on a low-speed level flight rotor 
is eorrcctly modelled. Good results are also observed 
for an isolated rotor in a !ow-speed 12° climb. The in
teraction with the fuselage gives a fair agreement with 
sonw disercpancies appearing in the third quadrant of 
t.hc rot.or disk. 

List of Symbols 

Blade chord 
Section normal force/(0.5p00 V

2c) 
Pressure coefficient 
Rotor thrust coefficient 

MH Hover tip Mach number 
n Time iteration index 
n Normal vector 
1' Blade radial coordinate 
R Rot.or radius 

Time 
v Velocity vector 
v Rota-translational velocity vector 

v Local blade velocity 
X Position vector 
x. Control point position vector 

Jl Advance ratio 

Poo Free stream density 

e Distance II x- x. II 
¢ Velocity potential 

'/! Normal wash 
w Blade azimuthal position 
1:!.¢ Velocity potential jump 

Introduction 

The prediction of the flow field about rotorcraft is still 
today one of the most challenging problems to t.he 
helicopter research community. The multiple interac
tions among the various components and the presence 
of transonic and viscous dominated flow regions make 
the use of a single prediction code not yet practical. 
Even though great strides have been made in com
putational fluid dynamics (CFD), with emphasis on 
Navier-Stokes methodologies (Ref 1), significant. im
provements both in algorithms and in computers are 
required before rotorcra.ft CFD methods are used rou
tinely by the helicopter industry. 

A more traditional and practical approach to rotor
craft. aerodynamics is to link/ couple low-order for
mulations for different. components (i.e. blade\ fuse
lage) and use more complex formulations when greater 
accuracy is required. CIRA is developing a pre
diction code for complex rotorcraft configurations 
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has"d on linear potential flow theory. The RAMSYS 
wde (Rotorcraft Aerodynamic Modelling SYStem) 
is based 011 Morino's boundary integral formulation 
for bodies in arbitrary rigid-body motion in subsonic 
compressible flow (Refs 2,3). Preliminary validation of 

the formulation has shown promising results in terms 
of correctly modelling flow field characteristics (Ref 4) 

and blade loading (Ref 5). 

'l'lw aim of this paper is to validate the RAMSYS 

code on v~st data for two model rotors tested in the 
DNVV in the framework of the European cooperative 
research project.s HELINOISE and HELISHAPE (Refs 

G,7). Particular at.tent.ion will be payed to hover and 
low-speed forward flight conditions where there are sig
nificant interactions between !..he blades and the wake. 

Description of RAMSYS 

H.AMSYS is an unsteady panel code for multi-body 
configurations based on Morino's boundary integral 
formulation. Although the formulation is valid for 

compressible flcnvs\ this paper focuses on the incom
pressible version of HAMSYS. 

For incompressible flows the formulation consists in 
the solution of La,place's equation written in terms of 
t.hc vdocit.y poL(-~nLia.l q) 

v'J, = o Vx f/ S(l) (1) 

such that v::::.: \1¢. S(r) is a surface outside of which 
the fto\v is potential and consists of a surface S'n sur
rounding t!w body gcornetry and a surface S'w sur

rounding the wake geometry. 

The boundary condition at infinity is that ¢ ::::.: 0. 
The surface of the body is assumed to be imperme

able hence ;;;~ = v n · n where v B is the velocity of a 
point 011 the body. The wake is a surface of disconti
nuity which is not penetrated by the fluid and across 
which thcrr- is no pressure jump. The second wake 

condition implies that 6.¢ remains constant following 
a \Vake point xw, <-.tnd equal to the value it had when 

xw left. tlw trailing edge. 

The value of 6.q) at the trailing edge is obtained by 

using t.lw J(utta~.Joukcnvski hypothesis that. no vortex 
filanlclll exists at the t,raili11g edge; this implies that 

t.he value of 6.q) on the wake and the value of 11¢ on 
1.\w holly are ~~qual at the trailing edge. 

Til(' application of Green's function method to Eq.( 1), 
yid<ls the following boundary-integral-representation 
for t.hc V(~locity pot.cntia,l rj) 

E(x. )¢(x,, t,) In+ lw (2) 

with 

fa= -- --¢- -- dS ffi [ ( 1 ) 8¢ f) ( 1 ) l 
s 4?Tg Dn f)n 4?Tg · 

and 

Iw =- (( t:.¢_!!_ (--
1 

) dS JJ.s·w On 4tro 

representing respectively the contribution of the body 

and the wake. E(x .. ) is a domain function defined as 
zero inside S and unity elsewhere. 

The helicopter geometry and the wake are respectively 
discretised by M and N hyperboloidal quadrilateral 

panels on which the unknown velocity potential\ the 
normal wash and the velocity potential jump are con

stant. (zeroth-order formulation). Using the colloca
tion method and setting the collocation points at the 

centroids of each element on the body geometry, the 

integral equation, Eq.(2), is replaced by an algebraic 
linear system of equations for the velocity potential ¢: 

M M 

E;h(t) = L 13;,1/!m(t) + L C';,¢,(1) 
m=l 

N 

+ L F;,t:.,P,,(t) (3) 
n=l 

where IJ, C\ and Fare respectively the body source, 
body doublet\ and wake doublet influence coefficients. 
A Conjugate Gradient Method (GMRES solver) is itp
plied for the numerical solution of the problem. 

A particular feature of the code is the implementation 

of the Kutta condition. The classical steady Kut.t.a con
dition\ implemented in terms of the potential jump at 
the trailing edge, often leads to large pressure jumps 

across the trailing edge of rotor blades. Such behaviour 
is more relevant at the root and tip of the bla.des where 
the 3D phenornena arc predominant. 

In order to impose a continuous pressure across the 
trailing edge an iterative procedure (Ref 8) has been 

irnplemented in H.AMSYS with which for each trailing
edge wake panel the pre.ssurc jump\ computed by ap

plying Bernoulli's equation for unsteady flows! has 
been explicitly set equal to zero. In this way a number 
of c\dditional nonlinear equations axe c:.oupkd with the 
system of cquatiom;\ Eq.(2): 

t:. -"-- + v · v!J)n+r + -v¢" · v<t>"·H = o [
/)"·"+! 1 l 

Dt 2 
(4) 
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These equations give a correction to the RHS of the 
system, Eq.(2), which in turns gives a better approxi
mation for the gradient of the velocity potential that 
appears in Eq.( 4). 

A time-marching free-wake model is implemented in 
RAMSYS. Wake panels are released at each time 
step from the trailing edge as the lifting body moves 
through an inertial frame of reference. Therefore, the 
shape of the wake is a consequence of the local induced 
velocities which are evaluated from Eq.(2) as: 

V; 

A Rankine vortex-core model and the Baron
Bofl'adossi (Ref 9) vortex-core model are available to 
stabilize the wake. Since the wake is cut a certain 
distance from the rot.or, the remaining far wake is rep
resented by a disk of sinks and doublets. 

The simple use of free-wake modelling can be success
fully employed for flight conditions where the inter
actions between the wake and the rotor are relatively 
mild. However, for strong interactions in which the 
wake penetrates the body surface this approach leads 
to unphysical solutions. The present version of RAM
SYS implements the method proposed by Clark and 
Maskew (Ref 10) for body/wake interactions. It con
sists in cancelliug the strength of the wake panels im
pacted (penetrated) by the surface. This leaves a raw 
edge in the wake sheet which subsequently deflects un
der it.s own influence. The surface panels pick up the 
jump in singularity strength associated with the raw 
edge and contribute to the local distortion. Although 
the model doesn't represent exactly the physics of the 
problem, it. nevertheless provides a working model of 
the phenomenon. A special treatment of the raw-edge 
W<'lke region is required in order to prevent the exces
sive overshoots typical of potential-based methods. 

The tnodclling of strongly interactional phenomena 
such as BVI requires very fine temporal discretisations 
(less \.han JO). H.AMSYS employs a variable time step 
strategy within each single rotor revolution thus allow
ing for large time steps during the convergence process 
and for small time steps in regions of the rotor disk 
that. arf' particularly interactional. 

Test Cases for Validation 

Two recent test campaigns in the DNW, carried out in 
the framework of the HELINOISE and HELISHAPE 
projects, have provided extensive pressure data on 
model rotors in different flight conditions. Data from 
these two tests have been used to validate RAMSYS. 
The principal characteristics of the model rotors are: 

• HELINOISE- BO 105 Model Rotor 
This four-bladed hingeless rotor has linearly 
twisted blades of rectangular planform, an as
pect ratio of 16.52 and non symmetrical modified 
NACA 23012 airfoils. 

• HELISHAPE- ONERA/ECF 7 A Model Rotor 
This four-bladed articulated rotor has linearly 
twisted blades of rectangular plan form, an aspect 
ratio of 15 and non symmetrical OA2xx airfoils 
with varying thickness from 13 to 9 percent. 

Three different test cases have been chosen to assess 
the ability of RAMSYS in predicting strongly interac
tional flow fields: 

• HELISHAPE DPt. 59 
L--r Hover @ nominal tip speed 

• HELINOISE DPt 344 
'-+ Low-speed level flight 

• IJE;LINOISE Dpt 508 
o::..._.. Low-speed 12° -climb 

Results and Discussion 

Two different spatial cliscretizations have been 
adopted in RAMSYS to model the main blade and 
the secondary blades of the two rotors studied. The 
surface panelling of the main blade consists of 60 pan
els around the airfoil and 10 panels in the spa1nvise 
direction whereas the secondary blades have been dis
cretised by 20 panels around the airfoil and 10 panels 
along the blade span. Smaller panels have been used 
toward the blade t.ip and at the leading edge of the 
airfoils. 

The temporal discretisation is adapted to the charac
teristics of the test case: steady or unsteady, strongly 
interactional or not. The structure of the code per
mits the refinement of the temporal cliscretisation in 
regions where strongly interactional phenomena may 
be expected. 

A prescribed wake modelling is used to reach a peri
odic behaviour of the thrust coefficient after which a 
free wake computation is performed for at least t.wo 
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rotor revolutions. The correction of the Kutta concli

tion is applied only at the last rotor revolution. 

HELISHAPE DPt 59: This test case refers to a 

hovering rotor (I' = 0.) at Cr = 0.00436 and Mu = 
0.61 7. Eight rotor revolutions have been performed 

with an azimuthal step of 45° for the first six revolu

t.ions and 30° for the last two. The complex geometries 
of the airfoils employed has required small panels both 
at. the leading <ttlCl trailing edge of the blade. 

Fig l compares the measured and the predicted tip 

vortex trajectories. The vertical descent of the tip 
vortex (Fig la) is predicted well. The predicted ra

dial contraction (Fig 1 b) is in reasonable agreement 
with t.he rneasurcmcnts and the observed mcrease m 
Lhc contraction near 220° is captured. 

The spa.nwisc blade loading is shown in Fig 2a. The 
agreement. with the test data is good. The comparison 

hct.wcen the numcricaJ and the cxperimcnt.al pressure 
dist.t'ihut.ion along the blade confirms the good agree
lllCilt (Figs 2b-2c ). An overestimation of the expansion 

on t.he upper side of the blade, clue to compressibility 
di'ccts 1 is observed toward the tip. 

HELINQISE DPt 344: This test case deals with a 

low-speed level flight (p. = 0.15) in the presence of mild 

BY! effcct.s at. CT = 0.00446 and Mn = 0.644. Four 
rotor revolutions ha.ve been performed, the first two 
with a.n azimuthal step of 30° and the other two with 

a variable a?.imuthal step ranging from 5°, where BVI 
is prcficnt, to 15°. 

The HOl'lnal force time history { Cn normal to the lo .. 
ca./ chord) is shown in Fig 3 at the r/ R = 0.87 and 

r/ U = 0.97 stations. The presence of BY! is revealed 
by two inegular peaks in the tcr;t data respectively 

a.rottnd \fl = 90° and W :::.:: 270°. The comparison bc
t.wcell the nurnerica.l and experimental results is good 

since IlVI effects are correctly localised by RAMSYS. 
The sharp BVI peaks in the numerical results, which 
me however a c.haracteristic of a potential modelling of 
!.he prohletu, might be reduced by furtherly decreasing 
t.he azimuthal step. 

A critical test for the pressure result.s is the prediction 

of it.s t.ime history. As the BVI phenomena are most 
seven~ near the blade leading edge, the variation of 
pressure on blade surface over azimuth at two selected 

chord stat.ion and two radial stations are compared 
with experimental results in Fig 4. 

As for the normal force time history, the phenomenal-

ogy is qualitatevely well captured by the theory. A 

comparison of the results at the two chord stations 

highlights the effect of BY! which is stronger near the 
leading edge. 

A quantitative discrepancy with the test results is here 
believed to be caused not only by viscosity but also 

by the elastic torsional deformation of the blade, not 

considel'ecl in this analysis~ which can significatively 
change the blade twist. distribution. 

Fig 5 illustrates the chorclwise pressure clist.ribut.ion 

at different azimuthal positions at. the station r/ R ~ 
0.87. The agreement is generally satisfactory. Small 
discrepancies can be observed on the upper side of the 

blade in the region of the advancing blade which may 
be attributed to compressibility effects. A downward 

shift with respect. to the test data is generally present 
on the lower side of the blade. The reason for this dis
crepancy is at the present not known. 

HELINOISE Dpt. GOS: This test case studies a 

low-speed 12'-dimb (p = 0.15) atOp= 0.00454 and 
Mn = 0.645. The analysis has been performed on the 
isolated rotor as well as on the rotor/fuselage config
ura.Lion in order to assess the ability of the code in 

dealing with the interaction between the rotor wake 

and the fuselage. Four rotor revolutions have been 
performed, the f-irst three with an azimuthal step of 
30° and the last. one with an azimuthal step of 15°. 
The Modular Wind tunnel Model (MWM), represent

ing a B0-105 like model fuselage, has been discretisecl 
by 1488 panels. 

Fig 6 shows the wake that develops around the iso

lated rotor (Fig Ga) and the rotor/fuselage configura

tion (Fig 6b). A view of the configurations showing 
only the wake of the main blade (Fig 6c) is provided 
for clatity. A cross-sectional view is given in Fig 7 
showing the effect of t.he fuselage on the wake. 

The Cn. time hiflt.ory is shown in Fig 8 at the t/ R ::= 

0.87 and r/ R = 0.97 stations. The agreement with 
the experimental results is very good as far the iso
lated rotor is concerned. 'l'he behaviour of the test 

data is resembled very closely by the theory which is 

only shifted more upward than the experiment. The 
presence of the fuselage determines an increase of the 
nonna.l force with respect. t,o the isolated rotor in the 
rearwa.rcl part of the rotor disk that can be explained 

by a kind of blockage effect that the fuselage exerts 

on the wake. In the forward region of the rotor disk, 
the fuselage tends to reduce the normal force as if a 
downwash were introduced by its presence. 
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A globed overestimation with respect to the test data 

is instead observed for both isolated rotor and ro
tor/fuselage configurations) with the only exception 
of the third quadrant of the rotor disk at the more in

boa.rcl radial station where the test data are in a better 
agreement with the computed results for the isolated 

rotor. 

Fig 9 illustrates the chordwise pressure distribution 

at different azimuthal positions at the station 7'/ R = 
0.87. The agreement is generally satisfactory with 

t.he test data. No difference is observed on the lower 

surface of the blade between the isolated rotor and 
the rotor/fuselage configuration whereas different be
haviours on the upper surface of the blade can be ob
served between the two configurations by passing from 

the rearward part of the rotor to the upward part of 

it. 

It is noteworthy to point out that the two configu

rations arc run at constant C'T which is obtained by 
varyiug the shaft angle while maintaining constant. the 

cont.rol angles given by the experiment. It is likely that 
this procedure is the cause of some of the discrepan
cies. Work is ongoing in introducing a trim loop in 

B.AMSYS 

Conclusions 

A validation of the RAMSYS code has been done on 
test. dat;._t for two rnodel rotors tested in DNW. The 

t.est. cases have been chosen at three low-speed oper
ating conditions posing different levels of difficulty for 

the uurncrieal simulation. 

The hover test case has shown the ability of the code 
in predicting the wake development through free-wake 
rnodcdling. A low-speed level flight test case has been 

studied in order to investigate the ability of RAMSYS 
in capturing the complex flowftclcl around the blades 
in presence of rnild BVI effects. The agreement be

t.wccn the expf:rirnent. and the theory has been very 
sa.t.isf'a.ct.ory from a quantitative point of view. The 

overestimation observed in the numerical results have 
hecn explained by the iuviscicl nature of t.he code and 

by t.he existence of acroclastic effects which arc not 

tll<)(klled by RAMSYS. A rotor /fuselage configuration 
in low··speed 12° climb has been finally studied in or

cin to test t.hr interactional strategy employed in the 
code. TlH~ result.s have beetl compared with the test. 

dat.a and with t.hc numerical results of the isolated ro
tor in the same test conditions. A stronger influence 

of the fuselage is observed in the more inboard radial 
station where the fuselage is closer to the rotor. Apart 

from the usual overestimating behaviour of the code) 
some discrepancies have been observed in the third 
quadrant of the rotor disk which require further inves
tigation. 

The ability of RAMSYS in simulating multi-body con

figurations in arbitrary flight offers the perspective of 
its use to provide accurate results for both aerody
namic and aeroacoustic analyses. A further step ahead 

will be constituted by the implementation of the sub
sonic compressible formulation in the code. 
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positions ('II= 0°- 300°). 

(DPt 344 : Low-speed level flight, p, = 0.15, Cr 0.00446, Mu 0.644) 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

Fig 6 : Development of the free wake about a) the isolated rotor and b) the rotor fuselage 

configuration. The wake from the main blade is shown in isolation for clarity in c). 

(DPt 508 : Low-speed 12'-climb, I'= 0.15, CT = 0.00454, Mu = 0.645) 
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Fig 8 : Normal force time history at two radial stations (r/ R = 0.87, 0.97) 

(DPt. 508 Low-speed 12'-climb, J1 = 0.15, Cr = 0.00454, MH = 0.645) 
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Chord wise pressure distribution at a single radial station (T/ R = 0.87) for six azimuthal 

positions ('Jr = 0° - 300'). 

(DPt 508: Low-speed 12'-climb, Jl = 0.15, CT = 0.00454, Mn = 0.645) 
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